
COPYRIGHT INFORMATION - THRASS RESOURCES - SUMMARY 
 

This majority of this copyright information is specific to items in the THRASS Resource Kit (T-101). There is also general information 
that applies to other THRASS resources. Owners of the now superseded THRASS Resource File (T-01), may obtain an updated copy of 
the copyright notice that applies to that resource by visiting our website. In all instances of uncertainty about copyright regarding any 
THRASS resources, please contact us for clarification. Also check the individual resource for any copyright information. 
 
THRASS PICTURECHART (T-03/T-103) and other THRASSCHARTS (T-04/T-104, T-05/T-105, T-06/T-106, T-19, 
T-117, T-118, T-145, T-177, T-186, T-188, T-189, T-194, T-195). 
The THRASSCHART in all of its formats is copyright to THRASS. It is an unlawful act to reconstruct, copy or reproduce in any way, 
the various laminated or unlaminated THRASS charts apart from the black and white images contained in the THRASS Resource Kit 
CD (T-185), as outlined below. Any attempt to infringe this copyright will be met with legal action. Please refer to Federal Court No. 
WAD 212 of 2007. 
THRASS RESOURCE KIT (T-101) 
The following items may be found in the THRASS Resource Kit (T-101). Copyright information on each of these appears below. 
THRASS RESOURCE KIT CD (T-185) 
The content of the Charts, Handwriting, Reading, Spelling and Assessment folders on this CD may be uploaded by the owner onto a 
hard drive, to facilitate the reordering of pages and printing. In the case of schools, the files may be uploaded onto more than one 
computer for the needs of the school. In the case of schools/institutions/businesses with more than one campus/branch/location/physical 
site, files may be transferred between sites. These files are also available as a free download from our website – www.thrass.com.au 
The above files can be reproduced in strictly non-commercial quantities for use within the relevant institution, school, class. 
 
All electronic pages in the Charts, Handwriting, Reading, Spelling and Assessment sections may be reordered (as whole pages only – 
no cutting and pasting of images/sections from pages is allowed) and photocopied at A4 size only, with the exception of the six 
THRASS PICTURE SHEETS in the CHARTS section. The THRASS PICTURE SHEETS may be copied at A4 or A3 size and can be 
rearranged to provide support activities/games as per the Teacher’s Notes provided but cannot be cut and pasted to reconstruct the 
THRASS PICTURECHART or any derivation/variation of it. Furthermore, no permission is granted to modify or reconstruct any 
THRASS resources by cutting and pasting together any images from any of the pages, with the exception that a THRASS 
OVERWRITE CHART (T-106) equivalent, may be recreated by photocopying the LETTER FORMATION INSTRUCTION SHEET 
(Handwriting Section) and the COMBINED SAY, NAME AND OVERWRITE SHEET (Reading Section), in black or one colour. 
 
Apart from this exception relating to the THRASS OVERWRITE CHART (T-06 or T-106) equivalent, no permission is given for 
recreating any THRASS resources by either cutting and pasting together any of the images from the disk, or by cutting and pasting 
images from any other THRASS resources. 
THRASS TEACHER’S MANUAL (T-13/T-113) 
This is not a reproducible/photocopiable resource. Except as permitted under the Act (for example for the services of the Crown or in 
reliance on one of the fair dealing exceptions i.e. a fair dealing for the purposes of research or study) no part of this book may be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, communicated or transmitted in any form or by any means without prior written permission. 
Additional copies may be purchased from THRASS. 
THRASS RAPS & SEQUENCES CD (T-51/T-151) 
This is not a reproducible/photocopiable resource. Except as permitted under the Act (for example for the services of the Crown or in 
reliance on one of the fair dealing exceptions i.e. a fair dealing for the purposes of research or study) no part of this audio CD may be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, communicated or transmitted in any form or by any means without prior written permission. 
Additional copies may be purchased from THRASS. 
OTHER THRASS RESOURCES 
It is an unlawful act to reconstruct, copy or reproduce in any way, the THRASS charts, colour THRASSBOARD, colour cards, 
workbooks, books (unless the copyright notice allows for copying), audiotapes, CDs, videotapes, computer software or site licences. No 
permission is granted to modify, reconstruct or recreate electronically or otherwise any THRASS products, including those that are 
photocopiable, apart from an exception relating to the THRASS OVERWRITE CHART (T-06 or T-106), mentioned above. No 
THRASS products (including the THRASS pictures and graphics) may be scanned into, stored on or transmitted from any electronic 
retrieval system without permission, except for the provisions relating to images mentioned above, in the section dealing with the 
THRASS Resource Kit CD (T-185). 
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Here are 12 suggested activities for 
the sheets and cards.

Cut the THRASSWORDS off a set of 
cards. Learners match the words with 
the pictures.

Shuffle the cards. Learners sort them 
into their phoneme-boxes.

   

Choose a grapheme, such as the 
digraph  'c' 'h'. Learner find cards 
with the same (bold)  grapheme.  
They then decide if the grapheme 
represents the same phoneme 
or a different phoneme. In the 
words school, chair and chef, 'c''h' 
represents three different consonant 
phonemes.

Use the cards in conjunction with a 
THRASSCHART. They can be used 
to match the bold graphemes in the 
THRASSWORDS with the graphemes 
on the THRASSCHART.

4.

THE THRASSWORD 
PICTURE SHEETS

Use the cards with the sheets to provide 
a matching activity. Learners match 
the cards with the sheets.

1.

2.

5.

3.

The THRASSWORD PICTURE 
SHEETS are photocopiable and 
can be used to provide unlimited 
support activities.
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THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

treebeach

ant baby snail

carhairtray

mebreadbedbanana

ear deer teacher collar

4

square

tape

key pony

THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETSTHRASS®

THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

ladder

hand giantjam cage

catrabbitbird

duck queenschool chair

dolphin gate eggcoffee

1

dog fishwatch

kitten
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Learners can arrange some of the 
cards into categories and discuss their 
selections e.g. Things you can eat, 
animals, people, clothing...

Learners select some of the cards and 
arrange them in a left to right sequence. 
They then tell or write a story, using 
the words in the same order, then 
discuss the results. 

12.

Photocopy the THRASSWORD 
PICTURE SHEETS. Staple them to 
make a THRASS PICTURE BOOK. 
Discuss the pictures and words.

Use two sets of cards to play 
'THRASS SNAP'. 

Play as you would a normal game 
of Snap.

Use two sets of cards to play 
'THRASS PAIRS'. 

Pairs of cards are randomly 
arranged face down. Learners  
take turns to find pairs.

Cut the sheets into strips to make 
a classroom border. This is used 
for reference purposes and also 
to practise the THRASSWORD 
Sequence.

6. 9.

10.

11.

Give the learner a 'str ip' of 
THRASSWORDS to write, read and 
spell at home.

7.

When learners can write, read and 
spell the words, they can paste the 
'cards' or 'strips' into a book. THRASS PAIRS

THRASS SNAP

8.
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THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

ladder

hand giantjam cage

catrabbitbird

duck queenschool chair

dolphin gate eggcoffee

1

dog fishwatch

kitten
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THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

dresssun horse

bell mouse

hammer lamb dinnernet

knee ink

rain wristcherry

2

city

hippo

bridge leg

king panda
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THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

ice treasure stationshark

chef tap thumbletter

voicefeather watersleeve

quiltwheel yawn zip

fizz sneeze cheeselaser
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THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

measuredoctor zebra

circuslionfossil

shirt tin

pyramid tiger kite light

noseswan

5

fur

garden

worm

fern

frogfly
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THRASSWORD PICTURE SHEETS -

cow house bus glove

ball sauce saw door

gluescrew lure fork

toy book bull moon

boat note snow coin
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